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A Necessary and Sufficient Condition 
for a Local Commutative Algebra 

to be a Moduli Algebra: 
Weighted Homogeneous Case 

Stephen S.-T. Yau* 

Let (!7n+1 =C{za, ZI> .. " zn} denote the ring of germs at the origin of 
holomorphic functions (cn+l, O)~C. If (V, 0) is a germ at the origin of 
a hypersurface in cn+I, let I(V) be the ideal of functions in (!7n+1 vanishing 
on V, and let f be a generator of I(V). It is well known that V -{O} is 
nonsingular if and only if the C-vector space 

is finite dimensional, where J(f) is the ideal in (!7n+1 generated by the first 
partial derivatives off A(V), provided with the obvious C-algebra struc
ture, is called the moduli algebra of V. In [4] the following theorem was 
proved. 

Theorem 1 (Mather-Yau). Suppose (V, 0) and (W, 0) are germs of 
hypersurfaces in cn+I, and V -{O} is nonsingular. Then (V, 0) is biholomor
phically equivalent to (W, 0) if and only if A(V) is isomorphic to A(W) as a 
C-algebra. 

It is natural to raise the recognition problem: When a commutative 
local Artinian algebra is a moduli algebra? How can one construct the 
singularity (V, 0) explicitly from the moduli algebra A(V). In this short 
note, we shall answer the above questions in the case (V, 0) is a weighted 
homogeneous singularity. We thank Herwig Hauser for encouraging us 
in writing up this note for publication. 

Let A be a commutative Noetherian algebra with maximal ideal m. 
Let XI> •• " X k be a system of minimal generating set of m such that their 
images in m/m2 form a basis. Consider the algebra homomorphism 

cp: C{ZI> . ", zk}--+A 
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where SO(ZJ=Xi for all J~i~k. Let £1 be the kernel of SO. Then C{ZI, 
... , Zk}/ £1 is isomorphic to A. Therefore to determine whether A is a 
moduli algebra, it suffices to determine when £1 is a moduli ideal, i.e., an 
ideal of the form (f(ZI' ... , Zk)' (af/aZl)(ZI, ... , Zk)' ... , (af/aZk)(ZI' ... , 
Zk)) in @k. 

Theorem 2. Let £1 = (gl(Zj, ... , Zk), g2(ZI' ... , Zk)' ... , g I(ZI' ... , 
Zk))(I)k be an ideal in @k with I generators where 1-:;; I-:;;k. A sufficient condi
tion for £1 to be a moduli ideal is the following. There exists a k X I matrix B 
of rank I with entries in (I) k such that 

. aFi =}Fj 

aZ j aZi 

VI~i,j~k 

where 

and (Fj> F2, ••• , Fk)(I)k is a weighted homogeneous ideal, i.e., 3dl , d2, ••• , dk' 
11' ..• , lk e Z such thatfor any l<i<k 

Proof 
aZ j aZi 

=9w=Fj(zj, ... , zk)dzj + ... +Fk(zj, ... , zk)dzk is ad-closed 

holomorphic I-form 

=9w=dffor somefe @k by the Poincare Lemma 

af _ af _ af _ 
=9-- Fj' --F2,···, --Fk 

aZj aZ2 aZk 

=9£1(f)<;;(gj,g2'·· ·,gl)· 

On the other hand, the fact that the k X I matrix B is of rank I implies that 

Hence (gj> g2, ... , gl)(I)k =£1(1). In order to prove that (gj, gz, ... , gl)(I)k 
is a moduli ideal, it suffices to prove that f is in £1(f). 
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f(zH Z2' "', Z,,)=Sl ~(td'ZH "', tdkZn)dt 
o dt 

= S: [d1td'-lZl :~ (td'Zl' "', tdkZk)+ ... 

+d"tdk-1Z" :~ (t d, ZH •• " t dk Z,,) ]dt 

689 

= S: [dltd,-lZlFl(td'Zl' .. " tdkZ,,)+ ... +d"tdk-1Z"Fitd'Zl' .. " tdkZ,,) ]dt 

=J: ld1t d,+ Z,-lzlF1(Zl' .. " Z,,)+ ... +d"t dk + Zk-1ZkF,,(Zl, .. " z,,)]dt 

=_d_1_ Z1F'..(ZH .. " Z,,)+· .. + d" Z"F,,(ZH"" Zk) 
d1+/l d"+I,, 

d1 Zl of (Zl' "', z,,)+ ... + d" z" of (Zl' "', Zk)' Q.E.D. 
d1 +/1 OZI d"+I,, OZ" 

Theorem 3. Let 

be an ideal in (!)" with I generators where 1 <l<k. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for L1 to be a moduli ideal of a weighted homogeneous function is 
the following. There exists a k X I matrix B of rank I with entries in (!)" such 
that 

where 

OFi = oFj 

OZj OZi 
VI<i,j<k 

[
FI j fb l1 bl2 ... bll 1 [ gl F2 . b21 b22 ... b2z g2 
· -- . · .......... . · . 

F" b"l bk2 .. ·b"z gz 

and there exist dl> .. " d", dE Z such that VI <i <k 

We shall need the following lemma. 

Lemma 4. Let l<k be two positive integers. Let A be a IXk matrix 
and B be a k X I matrix with entries in C. Then there exists a k X I matrix 
C with entries in C such that the matrix 
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C(I-AB)+B 

has rank I, where I is the identity matrix of rank l. 

Proof Let a: Ck-.C! and j3: C!-.Ck be the linear transformation 
corresponding to A and B respectively. Choose a basis el> .. " e! of C! 
such that j3et=O, i>r+ 1, where r is the rank of j3. Choose e~+I' .. " e~ 
in C k such that j3e" "', j3e" e~+" "', e~ is a basis ofCk. Let r: C!-.Ck 

be the linear transformation defined by ret =0, l<i<r andret=e~, r+l 
<i<l. Then 

if l<i<r 

if r+l<i<1 

so r( 1 - aj3) + j3 has maximal rank I. This proves the lemma, where we 
take for C the matrix corresponding to r. 

Proof of Theorem 3. Necessary condition: Suppose L1 =(gl> .. " 
g!)(9k is a moduli ideal of a weighted homogeneous function, i.e., there 
exist d" .. " dk, de Z such that 

f(td'Zl> "', td'zk)=tdf(zl> "', z~) V(z,,···, Zk) e C k t e C-{O}. 

Since f is in the Jacobian ideal of J, we have 

There exist 1 X k matrix A and k X 1 matrix 11 with entries in (!) k such that 

and 

Apply Lemma 5 to the matrices 1'(0) and 11(0), we fined a k X 1 matrix 
C such that 
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C(I-A(O)B(O» + B(O) 

has rank I. 
Now we take Fi=af/azi, l<i<k; and B=C(I-AB)+B. Then 

clearly aFi/azj=aFj/azi VI <i, j-:;;,k and 

It remains to check (F)=B(G) where 

and 

B(G) = [C(I -AB)+B](G) = C[(G)-AB(G)]+B(G) 

= C[(G)-A(F)] + (F) 

= C[(G)-(G)] + (F) 

= (F). 

Sufficient condition: By the proof of Theorem 2, we know that 
(gu .. " glY9k is a moduli ideal of a functionfwhich satisfies the following 
equation. 

+_~_(tdkZ)FitdlZI> "', tdkZk) 

= d1 tdz1F1(zl> .. " Zk) + ... + ~tdZkFk(Zl' .. " Zk) 
d d 

= tdf(zl' Z2' .. " Zk) Vt E C - {O} (Zl>"', Zk) E C k. 

Therefore f is a weighted homogeneous function. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 5. Let LI = (gl(ZI> .. " Zk)' g2(Zl, .. " Zk)' .. " gl (zj> "', 
Zk»(!)k be an ideal in (!)k with I generators where 1 < 1-:;;' k. Suppose gl(Zj> .. " 
Zk)' .. " gr(Zl' .. " Zk) are homogeneous polynomial of the same degree d. 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for LI to be a moduli ideal is the 
following. There exists a k X I matrix B of rank I with entries in C such that 
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aFi =~Fj 
aZ j aZ i 

Vl<i,j<k 

In fact if Ll is a moduli ideal, it must be a moduli ideal of a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree d + 1. 

Proof In view of Theorem 4, it is sufficient to prove the last state
ment. 

Suppose Ll is the moduli ideal of a function f Write 

00 

f= L: It, 
i=m+l 

where It, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i and m + 1 is the mul
tiplicity off The fact that Ll = moduli ideal off implies d = m. Since Ll 
is a homogeneous ideal and 

We have afm+l/aZj E Ll VI <j <k. So (afm+l/aZl> •• " afm + l/aZk)<Pk S; Ll. 
On the other hand, for any 1 <a:::;;' I, 

Since the degree of ga is d, by degree consideration, we have 

Therefore 

Q.E.D. 
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Remark. To find! explicitly, we simply use the standard method in 
Advanced Calculus. 

Example 1. Let L1=(3x~-4xlX3' X2x3-2x1XH X~-X2X4-2xlX5' 

X3X4 - 3X2X5, x; - 2X3X5)IP,. 

Is L1 a moduli ideal? We shall follow the above described procedure 
and try to find! explicitly. 

(1) 

(2) 

}! = al1(3x~ - 4XlX3) +al2(x2x3 - 2XlX4) +al,(x~ -X2X4 - 2XlX5) 
aXl 

+ a14(x3x4 - 3X2X5) + aI5(x; - 2X3X5) 

a! = a2j(3x~ - 4xjx3) + a22(x2x 3 - 2xjx4) + a23(x~ - X2X4 - 2X1X5) 
aX2 

+a24(x3x4 - 3X2X5)+ a25(x; - 2X3X5) 

a! =a3j(3x~-4xlx3)+a32(x2x3 -2XjX4)+a3,(x~-x2X4 -2xjx 5) 

aX3 

+ a34(x3x4 - 3X2X5) + a35(x; - 2X3X5) 

a! = a4j(3x~ - 4xjx3) + a42(x2x3 - 2xjx4) + a43(x~ - X2X4 - 2xjx,) 
aX4 

+ a4lx3x4 - 3X2X5) + a45(x~ - 2X3X5) 

a! =a5j(3x~-4xlx3)+a5zCx2x3 -2XjX4)+a53(x;-x2X4 -2xjx5) 
aX5 

aj2 = -4a2j 

aj3 =2a22 

a14 =!a23 

a'1 ~~--=al1( -4Xj)+aj2(x2)+aI3(2x3)+aI4(x4)+aj5( - 2X5) 
ax3axj 

a'1 
aXlaX3 
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(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

(6} 

S. S.-T. Yau 

a13 = -2a3l 

aH =-2a32 

a2j ---= all- 2xl) + alS< - x2) + a14(x3) + aI5(2x4) 

aX4aXI 

a2j 
---=a41 ( - 4X3) + ad -2x4)+a4l -2X5) 
aXl aX4 

a2j a2j 
---=--- =,?aI2=O=aI3=a43 
aX4aXI aXlaX4 

a14 = -4a41 

a22 = 6a3l 

a23 =ia32 

a24 = -a33 

a25 =ia34 



(7) 

( 8 ) 

(9) 
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a'1 a'1 =?a22 =0=aH 
aX4aX2 aX2aX4 

a2S = -a41 

a24 = a42 

a25 = -!a4S 

a'1 a2S( -2x1)+a24( -3x2)+a25( -2xs) 
aX5aX2 

a'1 as1(6x2) +aS2(xS) +ass( -x4)+asl-3xs) 
aX2aX5 

a'1 a'1 =? a23 = 0 = a54 = a5S ---
aXSax2 ax2aXS 

a24 = -2aS1 

a25 = -!aS2 

a'1 -~-=asl-2xl)+aSS( -x2) +aslxs) +as5(2x4) 

ax4aXS 

a'1 ----.:~-=a41( -4Xl) +a42(x2) + a4s(2xs) +aH (x4) +a45( - 2X5) 
aXSax4 

a'1 
ax4aXS 

aSS = -a42 
as4 =2a4S 

a35 =!a44 

a'1 ---= ass( - 2x1) + ag4( - 3x2) + Gss( - 2x3) 
aXsaxs 

a'1 
aXSax5 

a'1 a'1 ---=---=?aS4 =a55 =0 
aX5aXS aXSaX5 

aSS =2a51 

ag4= -tas2 

aS5 = -ass 

695 
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(10) 
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a44 =ta53 

a45 = -ia54 

0), (2), ... , (10) =?{aJ5 =a33 = -a4Z = ~a24=2a5! =C 

aij=O otherWIse 

,aj =c(X;- 2X3X 5) 
ax! 

aj = -C(X3x4 -3xzx5) 
aX2 

aj _ ( 2 '2 ) -- -c X g-X2X 4 - X!X5 

aXg 

aj _ ( 
-- - C X2Xg - 2X1X 4) 

aX4 

,aj =~(3x~-4x!xg) 
aX5 2 

=? j=c(x!x!-2x!xgx5)+h!(xl , Xg, X4 , x5) 
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af _ ah3 
=} -- - 2cx1x. - CXZX3 + --(x., x5) 

ax. ax. 

=} ah3 (x., x 5) = 0 
ax. 

=}h,(x., x5)=hlx5) 

f=c(xjx~-2xjX3X5)-CX2X3X4 + ~-X~X5+ ~x;+h.(X5) 
2 3 

=} af = _ 2CX1X3 + 3_~_x~ + dh. (x5) 
axs 2 dxs 

=} dh. (x5) =0 
dxs 

=} hlx;} =0 

-"f ( Z 2 + 3 2 + x~) -T =c x jx4 - X1X3X5-X2X3X. T XZX5 3 

Example 2. Let LI=(3x3+2yz, yz-3xw, zZ-2yw)«).. It is an easy 
exercise to prove that LI is not a moduli ideal. 
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